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voice, drew nearer to our friend, drew so near, in fact, that the
sour smell of his body under his seldom-changed clothes pro-
duced a physical revulsion that affected No-rnan like a wafture
from decomposing mortality.
"I mean	"
"Let's go in," interrupted our friend, turning brusquely
from the misty night as if from a graveyard. "How could
Mother," he thought, as they re-entered the house, "have been
seduced by such a person ? But perhaps he was different in those
days!" The impulse to go further in his thoughts, to go the one
step further, had become for him like a menace that had to be
obliterated, suppressed, reduced to nothing. The second it
heaved up, pushing him forward, he retorted by a quick mental
act of deliberate negation. It was as if he set a machine at the
back of his mind automatically working, with a dark, secret
hammer, that fell with an interior thud—"down, down, down!"
—at each stir of that suspected impulse,
Back again in Thuella's boudoir-studio, he became conscious
that the atmosphere was even more tense than when they had
left the room. "Claudius has been holding forth 1" he said to
himself, as his companion sank down by Mrs. Quirm's side,
and he himself took a seat by Wizzie, "He's been agitating the
poor 'Horse-Head/ "
The deep-set eyes of Jenny Dearth did indeed betray a
trouble of soul that was painful to see. Whether this was due
to the fact that Thuella was again whispering to Wizziet or
whether it was owing to what Claudius had been saying, our
friend could not decide; but the air of the room was certainly
charged with dangerous electricity. "I believe it is Claudius
and not Thuella," he said to himself, when, with the air of a
man drawing a weapon out of a wound preparatory to repeat-
ing a blow, the ruddy hawk-beaked reformer, who was now
standing with his back to the fire, began talking to Uryen and
himself as if they were an overflow from an already dazed and
confounded audience.
"I was saying that no one has a right to call himself a Com-
munist, or to ask to be admitted into the movement, until
he's worked with his hands among other labourers and knows
what manual work is. I don't say that an agitator's not a worker;
but in my opinion no one can agitate with a clear conscience who
has not known what it is to work/*

